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Perfect Space–Time Codes for
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Abstract—In a recent paper, perfect (n � n) space–time codes
were introduced as the class of linear dispersion space–time (ST)
codes having full rate, nonvanishing determinant, a signal constel-
lation isomorphic to either the rectangular or hexagonal lattices in
2n2 dimensions, and uniform average transmitted energy per an-
tenna. Consequence of these conditions include optimality of per-
fect codes with respect to the Zheng–Tse diversity–multiplexing
gain tradeoff (DMT), as well as excellent low signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) performance. Yet perfect space–time codes have been con-
structed only for two, three, four, and six transmit antennas.

In this paper, we construct perfect codes for all channel dimen-
sions, present some additional attributes of this class of ST codes,
and extend the notion of a perfect code to the rectangular case.

Index Terms—Diversity–multiplexing tradeoff (DMT), divi-
sion algebras, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), perfect
space–time (ST) codes.

I. INTRODUCTION

CONSIDER the quasi-static, Rayleigh-fading, space–time
(ST) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) channel with

quasi-static interval transmit, and receive antennas. The
received signal matrix is given by

(1)

where is an code matrix drawn from an ST code
the channel matrix, and represents addi-

tive noise. The entries of are assumed to be independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.), circularly symmetric, com-
plex Gaussian random variables. The real scalar en-
sures that the energy constraint

SNR all (2)

is met.
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Let

denote the normalized (for SNR) version of the ST code .
For the most part, our interest is in square ST codes, i.e., ST
codes where in which case we will use the symbol

to denote their common dimension.
An ST code is said to meet the rank criterion if the differ-

ence of every pair of distinct code matrices
has rank equal to . An ST code is said to

be a linear dispersion code over a constellation if every code
matrix has a unique expansion of the form

where the matrices are fixed and independent of the message
and where, conversely, every matrix of the form on the right is
a code matrix. A linear-dispersion code over a constellation
is said to be full-rate over the constellation if .

A. Diversity–Multiplexing Gain Tradeoff

Multiple transmit and receive antennas have the potential of
increasing reliability of communication as well as permitting
communication at higher rates. In a recent landmark paper,
Zheng and Tse [3] showed that there is a fundamental tradeoff
between diversity and multiplexing gain, referred to as the
diversity–multiplexing gain tradeoff (DMT). The ST code
transmits

bits per channel use. The normalized rate parameter given by
SNR is called the multiplexing gain. The diversity

gain corresponding to multiplexing gain is then defined
by

SNR

where denotes the probability of codeword error. We adopt
the exponential equality notation of [3] under which this rela-
tionship can equivalently be expressed by

SNR

A principal result in [3] is the proof that for a fixed integer multi-
plexing gain , and , the maximum achievable
diversity gain in the case of Rayleigh fading, i.e., when
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Fig. 1. The DMT in the case of four transmit and four receive antennas.

the entries of the channel matrix are i.i.d. and drawn from a
distribution, is governed by

(3)

The value of for nonintegral values of is obtained
through straight-line interpolation. The plot in Fig. 1 is for the
case . It has been shown in [2] that ST codes
from cyclic division algebras (CDA) with a certain nonvanishing
determinant (NVD) property, achieve the DMT with minimum
possible value of delay parameter .

Perfect codes, described in detail later, are a subclass of ST
codes with the NVD property whose construction is based on
CDAs and whose vectorized code matrices are associated with
the cubic lattice in -dimensional Euclidean space. In [19],
the authors present constructions of CDA-based ST codes with
the NVD property in which the constellation of code matrices
in -dimensional Euclidean signal space is more energy
efficient. In [20], the authors show that in order to construct
CDA-based ST codes with a prescribed NVD property whose
vectorized code matrices form the densest possible lattice, it is
necessary to minimize the discriminant of a maximal order (see
[20] for a definition) within a CDA. A lower bound to the value
of this discriminant is provided as well as example constructions
achieving this lower bound. See [23], [22], [21] for more recent
results in this direction.

B. Perfect Codes

In [1, Definition 1], perfect codes are defined as ST
codes that satisfy the following conditions.

P1 Full rate: the code is a full-rate linear-dispersion code
using information symbols either QAM or HEX.

P2 Nonvanishing determinant: the minimum determinant of
the infinite code is nonzero (so that in particular the code
meets the rank criterion).

P3 Good constellation shaping: the energy required to send
the linear combination of the information symbols on
each layer is similar to the energy used for sending the
symbols themselves (we do not increase the energy of the
system in encoding the information symbols).

P4 Uniform average transmitted energy: it induces uniform
average transmitted energy per antenna in all time slots,
i.e., all the coded symbols in the code matrix have the
same average energy.

Perfect codes are of interest as the above attributes guarantee
excellent performance as measured by error probability. We ex-
tend the definition of perfect codes here to include rectangular

codes by replacing properties P1, P2 above by the slight
modifications.

P1 Full rate. The code is a full-rate linear-dispersion code
where the coefficients representing the message
symbols are drawn from either the QAM or HEX con-
stellations.

P2 Nonvanishing determinant: For every pair of dis-
tinct code matrices, the determinant

prior to SNR normalization (this is explained in greater
detail later), is lower-bounded by a constant that is
greater than zero and independent of the code size.

Properties P3, P4 remain the same. In all of our constructions,
we will meet property P3 by ensuring that the signaling set,
obtained by code–matrix vectorization, is isometric to either
QAM or else HEX .

It can be shown that properties P1 through P4 imply that when
perfect codes are operated over a Rayleigh-fading channel, they
are optimal with respect to the DMT of this channel. DMT opti-
mality of an ST code ensures good performance at large values
of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The known constructions
of perfect codes exhibit in addition, excellent low-SNR perfor-
mance as well.

C. Results

In the construction of perfect codes in [1], the authors restrict
their choice of a so-called non-norm element to the ring of in-
tegers lying in a certain algebraic number field. This restriction
was a key factor preventing the authors of [1] from generalizing
their construction of perfect codes to values of other than

and . While a restriction to the ring of integers results
in better performance, the defining properties of a perfect code
P1 through P4 can be satisfied even without this requirement.
Choosing the non-norm element suitably within the larger
number field containing the ring of algebraic integers, and ob-
serving, with proof, that a key construction in [14] of unitary
matrices for the prime case holds in a more general situation,
permitted us to extend the construction of perfect codes to any
value of the integer .

Thus, in this paper, explicit constructions of perfect ST codes
for any number of transmit antennas and any number of re-
ceive antennas are provided. Rectangular perfect codes are con-
structed for any delay that is a multiple of . In addition, the
following additional attributes of perfect codes are established.
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Fig. 2. Structure of a CDA.

• Approximate universality: i.e., the property that perfect
codes achieve the DMT for any statistical description of
the channel fading coefficients

• Residual approximate universality: by which we mean
that perfect codes have the property that if certain rows of
each ST code matrix are deleted, then the resultant code
is approximately universal for the correspondingly lesser
number of transmit antennas.

• Information losslessness: this concept was introduced in
[29]. Our codes are information lossless over the class of
rotationally invariant [38] ST channels.

Section II provides background on ST codes constructed from
CDA. The general construction of perfect codes is provided in
Section III. Examples and simulation results are also to be found
here. Rectangular versions of perfect codes are constructed in
Section IV. Additional attributes of perfect codes are established
in Section V. Many proofs can be found in the appendices. A
summary of mathematical notation employed appears in Ap-
pendix IV.

II. SPACE–TIME CODES FROM CYCLIC DIVISION ALGEBRAS

A. Division Algebras

Division algebras are rings with identity in which every
nonzero element has a multiplicative inverse. Thus, unlike in
the case of fields, multiplication of two elements is not neces-
sarily commutative. The center of any division algebra ,
i.e., the subset comprising of all elements in that commute
with every element of , is a field. The division algebra is
a vector space over the center of dimension for some
integer . A field such that and such that no
proper subfield of contains is called a maximal subfield of

(Fig. 2). Every division algebra is also a vector space over a
maximal subfield and the dimension of this vector space is the
same for all maximal subfields and equal to . This common
dimension is known as the index of the division algebra. We
will be interested only in the case when the index is finite.

B. Cyclic Division Algebras

Our interest is in CDA, i.e., division algebras in which the
center and a maximum subfield are such that is a cyclic
(Galois) extension. CDAs have a simple characterization that

aids in their construction, see [45], [8, Proposition 11], or [15,
Theorem 1].

Let be number fields, with a finite, cyclic Galois exten-
sion of of degree . Let denote the generator of the Galois
group . Let be an indeterminate satisfying

and

for some non-norm element , by which we mean some
element having the property that the smallest positive integer

for which is the relative norm of some element
in , is (by we denote the group of units of some set ).
Then, a CDA with index , center , and maximal
subfield is the set of all elements of the form

(4)

Moreover, it is known that every CDA has this structure. It can
be verified that is a right vector space (i.e., scalars multiply
vectors from the right) over the maximal subfield .

C. Matrix Representation

The matrix corresponding to an element corresponds
to the left multiplication by the element in the division algebra.
Let denote this operation defined by

It can be verified that is a -linear transformation of . From
(4), a natural choice of basis for the right-vector space over
is . A typical element in the division algebra

is , where the .
By considering the effect of multiplying

, one can show that the -linear transformation under
this basis has the matrix representation

...
...

...
. . .

...
(5)

known as the left-regular representation of .
A set of such matrices, obtained by choosing a finite subset

of elements in constitutes the CDA-based ST code . The
noncommutativity of the CDA endows the codeword matrices
(and their differences) with a key determinant property.

Lemma 1: Let denote the matrix that is the left-
regular representation of the element

Then .
Proof: See [47], [2].
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III. PERFECT CODE CONSTRUCTION FOR GENERAL

A. QAM and HEX Constellations

In this section, we follow [15], [16], [1], and show how a
CDA-based ST code with NVD can be constructed, one that is
in addition, a linear-dispersion code over the QAM constella-
tion. The construction is also extended to the case of the HEX
constellation. The QAM and HEX constellations are given, re-
spectively, by

odd

odd

The constellation has the property that

Since

it is natural to consider CDA with center .

B. Canonical Construction of a CDA-Based ST Code

Let be an -degree cyclic Galois extension
of and let be the generator of the Galois group .
Let denote the ring of algebraic integers in , re-
spectively. It is known that . Let , be a
non-norm element of unit magnitude and denote
the associated CDA. Note that we do not insist that .

Let form an integral basis for and de-
fine the set

Thus, is the set of all linear combina-
tions of the basis elements with coefficients lying in .

For the discussion in the next two subsections, Sections III-C,
III-D, we will presuppose the existence of such a canonical
cyclic division algebra. In Sections III-E, III-F, and III-G we
discuss selection of the non-norm element as well as of the in-
tegral basis , we will explain how the desired
cyclic algebra is actually to be constructed.

Consider the ST code comprising of matrices corre-
sponding to the left-regular representation as in (5) of all
elements in CDA which are of the form

C. Full-Rate Property

The ST codes under this setup are linear-dispersion ST codes
as can be seen from the following expansion:

(6)

where and where the cyclic-shift-and-multiply-at-
end-by- matrix is given by

...

(7)

Note that by taking the sum on inside, we can write

(8)

where

and this is the expansion of the code matrix in terms of its
“threads” or “layers.” The full rate property holds since we are
in effect transmitting QAM symbols per channel use.

Example 1: When QAM symbols are transmitted

and the last three matrices are the three threads/layers.

D. Nonvanishing Determinant Property

From Lemma 1, it follows that the determinant of every such
left-regular representation lies in . Let , where

. By scaling every entry in columns of
every code matrix in the ST code by the element in if
necessary, we can ensure that every entry in the scaled matrix
lies in . We do not need to scale the entries in the first column
since does not appear in the first column of any code matrix.
It follows that the determinant of the scaled matrix lies in
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Consequently, the determinant of the unscaled matrix lies in the
set and in this set, the magnitude of every element is
bounded below by . The NVD property of the ST code
constructed now follows since the difference of any two ele-
ments in the CDA is also an element of the CDA. This is re-
gardless of the size of the QAM constellation.

We have thus shown that this construction of ST codes is en-
dowed with properties P1, P2.

E. Constellation Shaping and Uniform Energy Property

We next show how a proper choice of non-norm element
and of integral basis for , will endow
the ST code with good signal constellation (property P3) and
uniform transmitted power (property P4). As shown above, each
code matrix may be regarded as being built up of layers,
with the th layer, , comprising of the elements
that are a function of the th symbol . We begin by rearranging
the entries of the code matrix in a layer-by-layer fashion to
form a vector as shown by

...

(9)

. . .

...

(10)

where

...
(11)

and where the are of the form

Suppose next that it were possible to choose an integral basis
such that the normalized matrix

(12)

where the scale factor lies in , is unitary, and if in addition
it were possible to choose the non-norm element to have unit
magnitude, i.e., chosen such that .

We would then have that the scaled block-diagonal transfor-
mation matrix is unitary. As a consequence, we would have
that

where

From this it follows that
• the set is isometric to the set

which is the constellation shaping desired;
• at each time slot, on average, each antenna transmits the

same amount of energy.
To reiterate, a sufficient condition for the uniform constellation
and equal energy properties to hold is that the matrix is
unitary and the element have magnitude . In the subsections
to follow, we show how a suitable unit magnitude element and
a suitable unitary matrix can always be found.

F. Finding a Unit-Magnitude, Non-Norm Element

Let us denote the th primitive root of unity by , i.e.,
. Let denote the complex conjugate of .

Proposition 2 (Non-Norm Element: QAM Case): Let
where is odd. Then there exists a prime con-

gruent to . Furthermore, there exists a prime that
is congruent to such that the element
of has multiplicative order and which factors in as

for a suitable prime . Let be the unique
subfield of of degree over . Let be the composite
of and and let . Then is a cyclic
extension of , and the element

is an (algebraic) unit-magnitude element that is a non-norm el-
ement for the extension . When , i.e., , we

can take and .

Proof: See Appendix I.

Proposition 3 (Non-Norm Element: HEX Case): Let
, where is odd. Then there exists a prime

congruent to . Furthermore, there exists a prime
that is congruent to and which has order

and splits in as for a suitable prime
. If then can be chosen to equal . The

fields and are linearly disjoint over . Let be
the unique subfield of of degree over and
let . Then is a cyclic extension of ,
and the element
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TABLE I
NON-NORM ELEMENTS

is an (algebraic) unit-magnitude element that is a non-norm el-
ement for the extension . When , then
and we can take and .

Proof: See Appendix I.

Some example non-norm elements identified in this way are
given in Table I.

Remark 1: As we shall see, perfect codes can be constructed
using rational-valued , i.e., . For the limited sit-
uations , where perfect codes can also be con-
structed using an algebraic integer , the use of an al-
gebraic integer yields a larger value of NVD which makes for
better error-probability performance.

G. Finding Unitary Matrices

The goal here is to construct unitary matrices of the
form

(13)

...
(14)

where
• is either or else ;
• is a cyclic, degree- extension of with as the gener-

ator of the Galois group, as in Propositions 2, 3;
• is an integral basis for ;
• and the scalar belongs to .
We follow the approach adopted in [10]–[14] and regard the

matrix as the generator matrix of the lattice .
We will first construct unitary matrices of the form in

(13), for the cases when is odd and , respectively.
The Kronecker product of the resulting matrices will turn out to

yield a unitary matrix for the general case .
Without loss of generality, we will restrict our attention to the
QAM case, corresponding to .

1) Case Is Odd.: Recently, the authors in [14], Sec-
tion V, give a detailed exposition of a previous result in [10] of
an explicit construction of unitary matrices for the case
an odd prime. As we show below, the same construction carries
over to the more general case of an odd integer.

• Pick an odd prime (by a theorem of
Dirichlet (see Theorem 10), this can always be done).

• Let . Let denote the generator of the
cyclic Galois group .

• Let be a primitive element of the field .

• Set , and .
• Let be such that and set

.
• Let the automorphism be defined by , and set

.
The element lies in the subfield of fixed by the sub-
group generated by . This subfield is a degree-
extension of . Then the matrix given in (15) at the
bottom of the page is unitary. Since and are linearly
disjoint over , the field will be cyclic over , and
the elements will be an integral basis for

.
Proof: See Appendix II.

More specifically, the first row of is given by

for and the rest of the circulant matrix by

for .

Example 2: The first row of the 9-dimensional
, up to three decimal points, is

and every successive row is obtained by a single left cyclic
shift of the previous row. The matrix was obtained by setting

and .
Similarly the first row of the 15-dimensional is

obtained by setting and
.

...
...

(15)
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2) Case [12]: We once again set and
consider where and

the th primitive root of unity. is a cyclic Galois
extension over . Since the order of in is

, we see that for such that
, we have that

which gives us . Take
to be the integral basis over

, and set

(16)

Now for
, being the th row of in (16), we have that

Since has order in , then

This combines with the fact that
so that each summand pairs with another summand in

the summation so that their ratio is . This symmetry, the fact
that and the fact that , means
that each summand has another summand as its additive
inverse. Together with the fact that the complex conjugate of

is , results in and in the desired unitary
property .

3) The General Case : We will need the following
lemma.

Lemma 4: Let be the compositum of Galois extensions
over of coprime degrees . Assuming that there exist uni-

tary matrices for all then the Kronecker
product of these matrices is an unitary matrix
of the desired form for .

In particular, when and , we can use the
Kronecker product of the matrices constructed separately for the
case odd and .

For the case , for odd, we again use the
unitary matrix from Section III-G.1, and for

odd, the unitary matrix can be taken to be
the Kronecker product of and the matrix

This concludes the unified construction of minimum-delay
perfect codes. We summarize the results in the form of a propo-
sition:

Proposition 5 (Perfect Codes Over QAM): Let
be given, odd. Let , let be a cyclic Galois ex-
tension of with as the generator of the Galois group. Let

be a non-norm element in the extension con-
structed as discussed in Section III-F. Let be a
CDA of index corresponding to this choice of and .
Let be an integral basis for as
discussed in Section III-G. Let be the ST code con-
structed from the integral basis , and alphabet

as discussed in Section III-G.
Then satisfies the four defining properties P1–P4 and is

hence a perfect code.

A similar proposition can be stated to cover the case of the
HEX constellation.

H. Examples of New Perfect Codes and Simulations

1) Examples of New Perfect Codes:
A perfect code can be chosen to have code-matrices

which prior to SNR normalization, are of the form

where are from the desired QAM constellation,
and . Matrices map information elements
from QAM. Furthermore, the signaling set, in the form of the
layer-by-layer vectorization of the code-matrices, before SNR
normalization, comes from the lattice

QAM

where

satisfying the defining condition of

We find the smallest possible determinant, prior to SNR normal-
ization, to be

which is larger than some previously constructed perfect
codes. The code’s performance improves if the existing

is substituted with

taken from [14].
Other examples:
• In the case of the perfect ST code, the element is

given in Table I to be . Furthermore, the uni-
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Fig. 3. Performance improvements attributed to achieving the different criteria
for the perfect codes.

tary circulant lattice generator matrix , is self-defined by
its first row

To obtain , we used the approach in Section III-G.1, set-
ting parameters

. To obtain the code, one can either use the vectorized
form described in (9), or the linear-dispersion form ([30])

QAM

• In the case of the perfect ST code, the element is
given in Table I to be . Furthermore, the
unitary circulant lattice generator matrix has the first
row equal to

To obtain we again used the approach in Section III-G.1,
setting parameters

. As before, the code follows either in the vectorized form
(9), or the linear-dispersion form

2) Simulations: All the simulations assume fading
and additive noise. We begin with Fig. 3 to indicate the perfor-
mance improvement as the different defining conditions are sat-
isfied one-by-one. The first curve from the top corresponds to

Fig. 4. Comparison of the unified perfect code with two codes, the Golden
code and a second previously constructed perfect code. There are two receive
antennas and sphere decoding is employed.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the 5 � 5 perfect code with the 5 � 5 TAST code.
There exist five receive antennas, the rate is at 10 bpcu, and decoding is done
using modulo-� (sphere) encoding and MMSE-GDFE lattice decoding ([39]).

satisfying the full-diversity condition (single-dimensional CDA
code, orthogonal design). The second curve now includes the
full-rate condition (random, full-rate, linear-dispersion codes).
The third curve corresponds to the family of DMT optimal but
not information lossless CDA codes presented in [2], which
achieve the first three criteria of full diversity, full rate, and
NVD. The performance transition from the CDA codes to per-
fect codes is described by the next two curves. Fig. 4 provides a
comparison of the perfect code presented here, with some
perfect codes from [1]. Fig. 5 shows the performance of the
newly constructed five-dimensional perfect code and compares
it with the corresponding , five-layer, symmetric threaded
algebraic space–time (TAST) code ([34]) with full diversity ro-
tation matrix and transcendental Diophantine numbers.
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IV. RECTANGULAR PERFECT CODE CONSTRUCTION

In this section, we show how perfect codes can be constructed
for the case when the number of channel uses is a multiple of
the number of transmit antennas. Thus, the corresponding
perfect codes in this case are rectangular.

Proposition 6 (Rectangular Perfect Codes Over QAM): Let

be as in Proposition 5. Then the -fold Cartesian product

satisfies the four defining properties P1–P4 and is hence a per-
fect code.

Proof: It is not hard to verify that the Cartesian product
satisfies properties P1, P3, and P4. It remains to verify the NVD
property, P2. Consider the difference

between any two distinct code matrices in the product code .
At least one of the , say, must be nonzero. Next,
let us write

(17)

(18)

(19)

where and

Let

and

denote the ordered eigenvalues of the Hermitian matrices
respectively. Then from a theorem of Weyl (see [50, The-

orem 4.3.1]), we have that

As a result, we have that

SNR

Thus, the NVD property, Property P2, is also met.

V. ADDITIONAL ATTRIBUTES OF PERFECT CODES

A. Information Losslessness

The ergodic capacity of the Rayleigh ST channel

is given by, see [38]

where SNR is now defined as .
Let be a linear dispersion ST code where each

code matrix has an expansion of the form

in which the information-bearing symbols are chosen from
some alphabet . Let

The maximum amount of information per channel use that
can be transferred across the ST channel using this ST code is
given by

In [29], a code is defined to be information lossless if the
structure imposed by the dispersion matrices does not result
in a reduction of the achievable mutual information. This com-
parison takes place under the assumption that the information
symbols in are drawn randomly from a Gaussian distribution,
and that the corresponding covariance matrix is a scaled identity
matrix. Without any loss of generality, we proceed and for our
setting we set

In accordance with the above, we will assume Gaussian
and will say that an ST code is information lossless over the
Rayleigh channel if . We now show that the structure of
the perfect ST codes allows for this property.

First, perfect ST codes are linear dispersion codes having pa-
rameters . Given an matrix
having columns , i.e.,

we will use to denote the vectorized version of the ma-
trix, i.e.,

...

Let

Next note that if

then
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In the case of a perfect code , the vector is related
via a permutation matrix to the layered vector intro-
duced earlier, so that we have

We note that is a unitary matrix since both are uni-
tary. The maximum mutual information that can be trans-
ferred using the perfect code is given by

Clearly, we have the upper bound

We also know that the matrix is unitary. Combining the
two gives us that

The constant was chosen to meet the SNR requirement and
hence it must be that

i.e.,

and it follows that . This establishes that the struc-
ture of perfect codes allows for information losslessness over
the Rayleigh-fading channel. This proof extends to rotationally
invariant channels , i.e., channels such that and

for unitary, have the same statistics.

B. Approximate Universality

Theorem 7 (Approximate Universality [26]): An
ST code is approximately universal iff the ordered, squared-
singular values of every difference matrix

satisfy

where . The singular values are assumed to
be ordered in increasing order, i.e.,

We now show that perfect codes over the QAM constellation
are approximately universal. The proof in the case of the HEX
constellation is similar and will be omitted.

Consider a perfect code over a QAM constellation of size .
Since an perfect code is full rate, it must be that

Each code matrix in the perfect code is of the form

Since each element transmits the same energy on the average, it
must be that

Consider the case when . In this case, and we
have

so that perfect codes are approximately universal in this case.
For the case when . Note that

so that

It follows that

which shows that perfect codes are approximately universal
even in this case.

C. Residual Approximate Universality

This property states that if certain rows of a perfect code are
deleted, then the row-deleted code is approximately universal
for the appropriately reduced number of transmit antennas.

This observation follows from the results in [2]. For the sake
of completeness, we provide a proof.

Let be an perfect ST code. Next, let be the
rectangular ST code obtained by deleting a particular

set of rows from every code matrix . Then the
ST code is approximately universal for transmit

antennas.
We first observe that is an principal sub-

matrix of . Let

(20)

(21)
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be the ordered eigenvalues of and , respec-
tively. By the inclusion principle of Hermitian matrices (see [50,
Theorem 4.3.15]) the smallest eigenvalues of domi-
nate the corresponding smallest eigenvalues of , i.e.,

Since , it follows that every eigenvalue of
is bounded above by . If the ST code is designed

to operate at rate bits per channel use, then we have

SNR

SNR
SNR

and it follows that the row-deleted code is also clearly approxi-
mately universal.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have explicitly constructed perfect ST codes for any
number of transmit antennas, any number of receive an-
tennas, and any delay that is a multiple of . In addition, we
have identified some additional properties satisfied by perfect
codes, which make for good error probability performance.

APPENDIX I
PROOF OF PROPOSITIONS 2 AND 3

We first recall three results that relate to identifying a “non-
norm” element .

Lemma 8: [9] Let be a degree Galois extension of a
number field and let be a prime ideal in the ring below
the prime ideal with norm given by ,
where is the inertial degree of over . If is any element
of , then for any .

Thus, in order to find a “non-norm” element in
, it is sufficient to find a prime ideal in

whose inertial degree in is .
Such an ideal is said to be inert in .

Lemma 9: [48] Let be any odd prime. Then for any integer
is cyclic of order . For any integer dividing

there exists an such that has order in .

Theorem 10 (Dirichlet’s Theorem): Let be integers such
that . Then the arithmetic pro-
gression contains infin-
itely many primes.

We now discuss separately, the cases when and
.

a) Unit-Magnitude, Non-Norm Elements for :
Let

where is odd. Assume first that . Let be the smallest
odd prime such that . Such a prime is guaranteed
to exist by Dirichlet’s theorem applied to the progression

The cyclic group contains an element whose order equals
. Let denote this element. Our first goal is to find a

prime such that

Note that

Since , we can, by the Chinese Remainder The-
orem, find an integer such that

Note that such an integer is relatively prime to . Consider
the arithmetic progression

By Dirichlet’s theorem, this arithmetic progression is guaran-
teed to contain a prime having the desired properties. Now let
us verify that this leads to a CDA.

Let be the subfield of that is a cyclic extension of
of degree . Let be the compositum of and and

let be the compositum of the fields and . Note
that is cyclic over , since it is a composite of the cyclic
extension of degree and the cyclic extension

of degree (note that and are relatively prime).
Next consider the decomposition of the prime ideal in the
extension .

Since we have that in the extension
has inertial degree equal to . Since has

order in it follows that remains inert in .
Since and has order in , it
follows that in the extension splits completely
in but remains inert thereafter.

Let split in according to

where and . Now by using
the fact that in a field tower of field extensions

,
it follows that remains inert in the extension . (See
Figs. 6 and 7.)

To now find a non-norm element of unit magnitude, we note
that since the units of belong to the set , the asso-
ciates of

belong to the set
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Fig. 6. Constructing a cyclic extension of ({) of degree n = 2 n . The
integers shown indicate the degree of the corresponding extension.

Fig. 7. Constructing a cyclic extension of ({) of degree n = 2 n . The
integers shown indicate the inertial degrees associated with the decomposition
of either the prime ideal q or of one of its factors, over the corresponding
extension.

It follows that since , and since (or else would
not be prime), does not belong to the set of associates of

. Our goal now is to show that

is a non-norm element, i.e., that the smallest exponent for
which is the norm of an element in , is . This is the case
since if

some

then

where is the generator of the cyclic Galois group of . For
, we have, in terms of ideals of

Since the primes and are relatively prime, must
divide for some . But since we have that
if divides for some and , it must divide

, for all . This in turn implies that the power of
in the prime decomposition of is
whereas the power of in the prime decomposition of

is a multiple of and it follows that is a
non-norm element. Equivalently, must be a multiple of .

When , it is sufficient to take to equal , and
. The prime splits in as and

then each of and remains inert in the extension
. The element

is then a non-norm element for this extension, for the same rea-
sons as above. This concludes the proof of Proposition 2.

b) Unit-Magnitude, Non-Norm Elements for :
Let where is odd. The proof is similar
to when . Assume first that . We find a prime

and a prime , with
, when is considered as an element

of . If , we also require that . Assume
that we have found such a and . The arguments for the rest
of the statements in this paragraph are all exactly as in the case
when : The conditions in

and (if ) guarantee that the prime
remains inert in the ring of integers of the cyclotomic field

, where is the unique subfield of degree in
the extension . The extension is cyclic of degree

.
Since , the prime splits into two distinct

primes in which are conjugates of each other. Let
, then can be verified to be cyclic of degree

. Then will remain inert in the extension . The
element will then be a unit-magnitude (algebraic)
non-norm element for the extension , and the codes
constructed with this data will then be perfect, i.e., be full rate,
have NVD, and, of course, will satisfy the equal power-sharing
constraint as is of unit magnitude.

What is left is to find and . The prime is found using
Dirichlet theorem as in the case where . To find , first
find an integer that is simultaneously congruent to ,
to , where is a generator of , and (if ) to

. This is possible by the Chinese Remainder Theorem.
Next, find the prime by applying Dirichlet’s theorem to the
arithmetic sequence if and the
sequence if .

When (so ), we take to be , and
the prime to be . Since is congruent to and to

splits into and in but remains
inert in the extension . It follows that each of and

remain inert in the extension . The element

will then be a non-norm element for this extension, for the same
reasons as above. This concludes the proof of Proposition 3.

APPENDIX II
ORTHOGONAL LATTICES IN , WHERE IS CYCLIC

GALOIS OF ODD DEGREE

For simplicity, in this appendix, we write in place of and
in place of .
We here show that the construction in [10] (of which a de-

tailed exposition has been provided in [14, Sec. 5]) of lattices
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that belong in a cyclic Galois extension of prime degree
over , actually gives without any modification orthogonal lat-
tices for any odd degree . We follow the exposition in [14]
closely, and show that the proofs there only require that be
odd, and that the assumption that be an odd prime is unnec-
essary.

To this end, let be a given odd integer, and fix a prime
. Note that such a prime can always be found

since by Dirichlet’s theorem, our Theorem 10, the sequence
contains infinitely many primes. Let

be a primitive th root of unity. Thus, is cyclic of degree
over , and contains the real subfield which

is cyclic of degree over . Since divides , there
is a unique field contained in which is cyclic of degree

over . This is the field we will work with. Note that since
is odd, divides as well, so is contained in the real
subfield .

Let , with generator , chosen so that
, where in turn, is a generator of . We let

, and observe that . We also choose so
that .

We define by . The following result
is just a combination of Lemmas 3 and 4 of [14], and since they
have to do purely with the cyclotomic extension and
have nothing to do with , their proofs remain valid.

Lemma 11: The following equalities hold:
• ;
• ;
• .

We now define , and

Note that is in , as is in . Observing that

we are interested in . The following, which is
Proposition 2 of [14], gives us the key to constructing the or-
thogonal lattice.

Proposition 12: , for
.

Remark 2: Note that

Thus, if we embed in via
(note that is a real field), Proposi-

tion 12 says that the vectors
are orthogonal to one another.

Proof: For being odd, we have

and from Lemma 11

We observe that since is odd, and
. Moreover, , and is common

to the sums above. By Lemma 11, we may replace by
. Thus, we find, after rearranging the sums, that

Now the term can be rewritten as

. Since is odd, is even,
and hence, there are as many positive as negative terms in the
expression , and thus, the sum becomes zero.
Similarly, the term

becomes zero: this is because the terms in

are independent of , while the term as
is even and there as many positive as negative terms.

We thus find

We now have the following lemma.
Lemma 13:

Proof: See Appendix III
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As in [14], we write

where , and of course

if
otherwise.

To determine when , note that this happens (as in
[14]) when . Since is odd, divides

, so must divide . This forces .
We now have that implies , and

writing as , yields for some . This
then gives , which we may write as

times (note again that since is odd,
divides ). Since varies in the range ,
we find that must be zero, that is, . Thus,

precisely when and .
In particular, when then and we have that

Once again, since is odd, is even, so the term
. Thus, for .

When , we find

and the right-hand side then yields . To see
this last fact, consider first the case where is even
(i.e., ). Then, since is odd,
is also even. The sum equals

, and we have already seen
that, again because is odd, . Thus,
the right-hand side in the equation above for
indeed yields in this case. We can similarly deal with the
case when is odd (i.e., mod 4), to find that
in both cases, indeed when . This
proves the proposition.

APPENDIX III
PROOF OF LEMMA 13

We wish to prove that

Set and denote by . In the preceding equa-
tion, the dependence on is only through their values

or through their values . If we assume ,
which follows from the assumption that is odd, we can then
treat as elements of . We thus have

We now make the change of variables:
which implies, since , that and hence

. As the pair varies over all of
, so does the pair . We thus have

APPENDIX IV
MATHEMATICAL NOTATION

denotes the rational integers, denotes the rational num-
bers, and denotes the Gaussian integers. For integers ,
then is the value of modulo . denotes the integers
modulo . Two integers are coprime if their greatest common
denominator (gcd) is one. denotes the units of some ring ,
i.e., the set of elements in having an inverse in . ,
denotes the elements that are in set but not in set .
denotes Euler’s totient function. For a finite group, the order

of an element describes the smallest power, say
, of such that .
A field is a commutative ring where each element except
has a multiplicative inverse. A field is an extension field

of if . This extension is denoted as and it has
degree equal to the dimension of as a vector space
over . A number field is a field that is a finite degree extension
of . Cyclotomic extensions are extensions of the rationals of
the form where for some integer

. The degree of this extension equals .
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If is an extension of , then is said to be algebraic
over if is the zero of some nonzero polynomial with coeffi-
cients in . The compositum of two finite dimensional number
fields is the set of all sums of products of elements, one
from and the other from . This set is a field. For an
algebraic element over , then is a field extension con-
sisting of sums of products of the form . A
number-field element is said to be an algebraic integer if

is the zero of a monic polynomial with coefficients in . The
set of all algebraic integers in forms a ring, known as the ring
of algebraic integers, and is denoted . If is a finite
extension of number fields, then the ring of integers of is
precisely the collection of all elements in that are the zeros of
monic polynomials with coefficients in .

An integral basis for an extension of number fields is
a vector-space basis such that , all
, and such that every element can be expressed as

. denotes the fact that integer
divides integer .

The Galois group of is defined as the set of all automor-
phisms of that fix every element of , i.e.,

is an automorphism of

and all

This set forms a group under the composition operator. The size
of the Galois group of the extension is always .
The extension is said to be Galois if equality holds. An Abelian
(cyclic) extension is a Galois extension in which the Galois
group is cyclic, by which we mean that is
generated by an automorphism , i.e.,

(22)

where . In a cyclic Galois extension , the “rela-
tive norm” of an element is given by

and it can be shown that . The “relative trace”
is given by

An ideal of the ring of integers is an additive subgroup
which is closed under multiplication by any element of . In
number fields, every ideal of has a unique factorization as
the products of powers of prime ideals. Let be a finite Galois
extension of . If is a prime ideal of , then the ideal
of has a unique factorization of the form

(23)

for distinct prime ideals of . The exponent is called
the ramification index of over and written . This

number is the same for all . We will also loosely refer to
as the ramification index of or the ramification index

of .
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